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FOREWORD

For five straight years the Gallup organization has conducted and issued
the results of its annual polls .t)f public attitudes toward. education. This
year's poll sampled attitudes toward the schools in getieral,as well as toward
particular issues and subjects such as.discipline, school and class size, finance,
curriculum, career education, alternative schools, and integration (Gallup
1973).

The annual Gallup polls have served(as inspiration and models for hundreds
of school districts tnat have sought to conduct their own surveys. Although
these polls are useful in assessing the views of a national sample, a local dis-
tri&also,wants to know how its citizens judge the quality of their schools
and Wh4.t, they think about specific educational issues facing the district.

This publication has been prepared for districts that have decided to con-
duct a survey. It Was written with two purposes in mind: to review the exten-
sive volume of literature on polling and survey research methods arid, at the

,same time, to outline the main steps in conducting a survey. Although not a
"how to,do it", manual, the publication is intended to be a source of practical
information as well as a guide to other literature..

The publication of this paper is the result of a cooperative arrangement
between the ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational Management and the
National School Public Relations Association. The paper was prepared by the
Clearinghouse for publication and distribution by NSPRA. .

John H. Thomas is associate editor at the ClearinghouSe; Stuart C. Smith
is editor ,and assistant director; and John S.' Hall, .formerly a research

_analyst, is an assistant professor of political science at Arizona State
University.

PHILIP K. PIELE, Director
ERIC Clearinghouse on

Educational Managemen..



A REVIEW OF THE PROBLEM

In an era of defeated school budgets and almost
continuous financial crisis, public school administra-
tors are faced with the necessity of understanding
Why and how such siaiations exist. There is the
nagging possibility that a "no" vote on a proposed
budget may not.be simply a negative reaction to
education itself.

Other poSsibilities are no more comforting. For
example, it may be that a "no" vote on the budget.
is actually a vote of no confidence for the prin-
cipal, superintendent, or particular school board
members. iOn the'2other..hand, a defeated budget
may reflect voter reaction against programs the
voters feel they do not know enough about or do
not fully understand and, therefore, distrust. The
defeat can also spring from voter reaction against
the sponsors of the budgeta. reaction, against the
men who failed to tell the voters whit they wanted;
to know.

In fact, public school.administrators very often
do not know why their budgets are defeated and
are reduced to guessing. Somehow, they hae lost
touch with the surrounding cdmmunity7-stipposing
they.were 'ever really in contact with it--and now
look wonderingly . at that community across a
steadily Widening gap.

. Keith W. Atkinson, in "Communication: Closing
the Widening Gap" (1971), provides some insight
into..this widespread problem.

White reluctance to increase support for public
education need not mean people have lost respect
for public education, it does imply that they are
beginning to question adMinistratorS. They-want
information before they dig
for more money.

into theVpockets

"They want information may be the key
to least part of the prCblem. The public has
a desire and a right .4) know about the things
that concern it, ,and, about the officials assigned
to supervise these areas of public concern. Because
such information should logically come from the.

men at the "top" (the administrators), the solution
to this part of the problem would.then seem to be
relatively simple. Unfortunately, thiSis not the case,

School board members have been described as
"virtually ineffective communicators." Superin-
tendents, as well, haVe been rated "generally
ineffective" as communicators, "ten ing to talke;1
only to. members* of the po structure"
(Banach andWestley 1972).

In a study published in 1908, Wilder and others
,point out the irony of the overall situation. While
a school system is more directly dependent on the
goodwill of the community than any other govern-
mental agency, the administrators often have no
idea of what troubles the parent/voter. Efforts to
"fix" thisto inform these constituentsfrequently
misfire or are irrelevant, or both.

The result of no information or the wrong kind
of information is the creation of a gapybetween a
community `and the administrator orits schools.
This gap results in misunderstanding, distrust, and,
more often than not, defeated 'school budgets. As,
an added dimension, the' troublesome situation
works both ways: the'same problems that keep
information troincliming out also keep infrifma-

Aion from flowing in. The result is that the adminis-
trator know-s/as little about what the"community
thinks ,os the community knows about what the
admnistrator is doing.
!While it is important to tell the public about

`schools, 'educators and administrators' must also
listen to the public's response to this information
and-Jotter serious examinationuse feedback- to
improve communication. The two-way aspect of
communication between the community and the
schOols is crucial. The administrator is faced with
the difficult task *of finding out what the public
thinks he is doing and what the public wants him
to do, and of. telling the public what he is already.
d6ing. This.meons the public school administrator
must hove/ information from and about his
community (Atkinson1971)..
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ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
--Y.

,-'
The use of surveys and polls can provide the

feedback administrators need regarding the (pinions
and desires of, -die "clients of education." Cunning-
ham (19(9) discusses:the dissatisfaction Of some
groups-a clients with the public education system
and-the increasin;demands for greater participation
in decision-making, policy-formulation, and re-
structuring. These clients, motivated for one reason
or another, include groups of students, parents, and
citizens with stakes in the.educational institutions.
Consideration of their concerns involves the deter-
mination and eValuation of the needs of the various
groups and the community. Surveys and -polls go

'.directlY to the Various clients for first-hand infor-
mation-.

While not the sole body of information "upon
\ which school administrators should base decisions"
\ (Fascione and Schwartz 1970), survey research is
I an important tool and should he utilized more

frequently. It proVides rapid, reliable information, -
\representative of the public's attitudes, permitting
Massive individuals, as well as the more active and
iiFgressive,. to express their views. InformatiOn can
We. provided with small, known margins of error.

:
a T fie cost is usually-less than that of other methods,

whose costs are often underestimated.
:Survey research does have its shortcomings. For

example, survey respondents are generally unable
to ctrrittitinicate their views' directly to specific
Ann Ustrators. Public Meetings provide more assur-
ance that views and opinions will reach the mark
than 4trvev results offer.

Tht\ task force or ad hoc committee also has-an
advantItge over survey research in that members arc

,engaged in what has been described as an "extended
educatiknial process." I.lopefully t heyLtre committed
to follting through to the actual implementation
of the group's goals. Obviously, the respondent to

t ithe MANI! y. is under no such obligation or eorrunit-
mtnt (Fitscione and Scliwartz 1970).

In somkircles, hoWever, a 'fear exists concerning
the fortmilation- of any public policy that is based
on the results of a survey or poll. These critics con-
tend that such ;formulation of. policy tends to
give virtually absolute power to the majority point
of view, igporing the ,minority positions on various

1
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issues. Here, again, the public meeting has an ad:
vantage over the survey: minority points of view
may at least he aired (Fascione and Schwartz 1970).

When all things axe finally considered,' the ,ad-
vantages of survey research outweigh the relatively
minor disadvantages. Other "traditional" methods
are useful but, by themselves, inadequate for assess-
Mg public opinion (Fascione and Schwartz 19702).
For accuracy and a clear idea of the opinions of
various respondents (so far as majority and minority
views are concerned). it is difficult to' "top". the
community survey.

STEPS IN CONDUCTING A,SUIVEY

Once' a community survey has been decided on,
the district staff must carefully think out the
answers to several questions. What is the purpose of
the survey? Which segthent of the community-
voters, parents, staff, students, the business com-
munity, or a cross-section of all citizensought to
be surveyed? What information is needed? How.
much money can he allocated? Which surveying

. technique ought to be used? These are only a few of
the issues to he decided as the project gets. under
way. Often, the answer to one question leads di-
rectly to the asking of an additional. quest ion.

A number of' publications discuss at length the
detailed steps involved in a community survey. An
excellent manual in the educational field is a 1973
publication of the National School Public Relations .
Association, How to Conduct! Low Cost Surveys:
.1 Profile of School Survey wild Polling Procedures.
The following sections concentrate' on three of the
most important steps: choice of the survey method,
construction of the questionnaire, arid analysis of
the data.

Choosing. the survey Method

Once a community survey has been decided on,
there are two principal means of collecting the data:
interviews and written questiorinaires. The varia-
tions on these two methods compose a scale
ranging from unstructured, spontaneous personal
interviews, on one end, to structured, carefully
planned mailed questionnaires., on the other.



Clearly, circumstances in the survey research project
will determine what methods will be employed.
These. same circumstances will also determine the
researchers' roles in g-athering raw data.

In the personal interview, the . interviewer ob-
viously plays a predominant role, resulting in both
advantages and disadvantages. An obvious advantage
is flexibility. The interviewer is able to probe for
elaboration and clarificat ion, of the meanings of the
questions (Oppenheim .1966). in ad1 niOn, in the
case of complex questions, the it erviewer can.
explain questions and procedures, geinerally reassnr-
ing participants about the survey purpose, the
sponsorship, and the anonymity ofiresponses within
the project.. (

/
These advantages obviously dime from the cm-

ployment. of a skillful interviewer in the survey
research project. On the otluir hand because of
the predominant -role he plitysa clumsy inter-
viewer can he as much of a liability to a project
as a skilled interviewer can he an asset. In the
"leading ride" of an interview, a skilled interviewer
may be able to increase the number and validity
of research effort returns. An inept interviewer
may distort or bias the survey by influencing the
respondent. Unwitt ing vocal cues or the unconsciou.
triggering of respondent predispositions may make
the vvlidity: of any responses questionable (Cantle
and Kahn`, 1 968; Gorden 1969; Richardson/, -.

Dohrenwenif, and Klein 1965; Hyman and ()the s
1954; and Nleiton, Fiske, and Kendall 1956). T e
predominant rote of the interviewer, then, crepes
a demand for 'competency that is critical to/ the
success of the pr\yjeq,

There are twcX ways to conduct an interView
face-to:face or by\ telephone. All the advantages--
and disadvantages\- of personal 'interviews noted.
above apply most`- directly to the face-to-face
methbd. The teliihone intervivw,..because it is
quick and econom),,al, may he a district's firsti
and best choice for one polls. A deciding factor,
according to the Nat' inal School Publiclelations

ssociation (1973), Is the availability of money
to eniploy professional interviewers. If a skimpy
budget forces the use of volunteer interviewers,
NSPRA recommends. doing the interviews by tele-
phone. The reason is the fadency of volunteers,
even trained ones, o bias the response. _"The

commitment of the volunteer is less likely to
influence the respondent if the exposurAs over-the
telephone and is brief" (p. 6).

If vultititeers are used, whether for telephone or
face-to-face interviews, training takes on obvious
importance. Ham (1973) and NSPRA".(1973)'give
specific advice helpful in 'recruiting, training, .and
assigning volunteers.

The rotes of the interviewer and the respondent
and their relationship to one another have been
discussed in several reports. One of these (Silver
1970) studies the relative merits of two interview
techniques. The Haley-Davis technique is based
on the assumption that the interviewer has an
advantage over the respondent in terms of pimer,
position'. and status. The other approachthe
RogerS technique denies that any such differences
between interviewer and respondent exist. With
what might he deemed a more `.`.democratic"
approach, it is not surprising that the Rogers method
is considered superior for making the subject feel
comfortable and at, ease. On the other hand, the
Haley-Davis method produces the greater amount
of subject self-disclosure.

Other studies evaluate and desclibe specific
interview techniques. See Carroll Southard
1967, I larvard University 1966, 'New York Univer;
sity 1968, kind a series of pipers by Hess and
others 1967.

Written questionnaires have their own virtues
and drawbacks. Generally they at=e Less expensive
than interviews. For example, questionnaires are
remarkably cheap when they require only a few
interviewers, as in the case of the grentp-
administered instrument. Mailed quesilonnaires are
feast expensive but cannot be considered representa-
tive if the response is less than 80 percent (National
School Public Relations Association 1973).

Written questionnaires also take less training to
administer. And bydoing away with the face-to-face
interview they also minimize the problem Of in-
fluencing respondents by verbal and nonverbal cues.
Just because the questions are written, however,
does not make them free of bias, as we shall see
in the next section.

Perhaps the questionnaire's greatest value lies
hi the ease with which it can be administered
quickly to large sample populations and then
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analyzed (Oppenheim I 966,Se Wiz and others1 966,

Phillips 1 964;,. and FalWards 1957). But for the
sake of ease and speed the questionnaire sacrifices
what is a major advantage of the interview- -"the
opportunity to probe and to get open-end answers"

-(National School Public Relations Association
1973, pp. 16-17).

So how do these methods of data iollection
stack up? Perhaps the best answer: is to say that
true success in survey research- involves more than
efficiently. gathering valid research data. It also
lies in tailoring the instrument to the specific
situation, setting, and questions that need answer-
ing. These Lie-tors, along with the stern realities of
time and nrshey, underlie the selection of the
interview, the questionnaire, or a combination of
the two. What does the educatiorial decision-maker
do when these cost and time elements force a choice
between no information and a survey that either.
costs too meta' or takes too long? In the final
analysis, only he can judge.

constructing the ouestionnaire

Prior to the physical 'creation Of the question-
naire (interview or written), it is important to
think through several aspects of this particular
process. At this stage, for example, the reasons
for conducting the survey should be clearly identi-
fied. A reasonably detailed outline of the problems
to be solved and the questions to he answered
provides a .solid foundation for the rest of the
project work. Good, examples of this type of out-
line are the "accounting scheme" (Zeisel 1968)
and "reason analysis" (Lazarsfeld and Rosenburg
1955). Outlines like these establish question cat ego-
ries that guide the actual construction of the ques-
ctionnaire, the interviewing process, and the data
analysis that follows the survey.

Initial questions:in an interview are another im-
portant consideration because of their effect on
the interaction between respondent and inteLliewer.
Such interaction can lead toward or auu7 from
rapport. For this reason, special attention should
be given to these questions, as well as to the order
of the questionnaire items.

At the beginning of the interview, the ques.-
Lions should be as .general as posshibleunemo-

8

tional questions on noncontroversial subjects
(Maccoby and Maccoby 1954 and Cannell and
Kahn 1968). This technique, starting with general
and unemotional questions and -then moving to
more specific, "dangerous" quest ions, is known as
"the funnel approach'.' (Merton, Fiske, and Kendall.
1956; flytnan and others 1954; Phillips 1966;
Oppenheim 19'66; and Backstrotn and thirsh
1963). Gallup (1947) pro' ides one of the most
detailed discussions of the evolittion of questions
from general to specific.

It should be noted that even questions on such
seemingly "harmless" matters as marital status, age,---
or income may he too specific. To the respondent,
they may seem' unnecessary, irrelevant, or threat-
ening. In addition, the more speciffc and personal
questions are more likely to generate bias and
Should be 'saved until the latter part of the ques-
tionnaire (Oppenheim 1966).

To avoid forcing the respondent to make rapid
adjustn ems in his thinkingjumping forward and
backw;
follow.
a p p roa

rd. in his own historythe questions should
mime logical sequence. A commonly used
h is ii-iitart-witb--the-past, move to the

present, --and then to the future.. The orderly-.Rro-
cessionl of ,question-.; should not .become an obScs-
sion, however. Attempts to ensure order in ."the
sequence of 'questions should never eclipse a need
to be constantly aware of the effect a 'question
may have on -the respondent or on the answers
that folloW.

The questions themselves may be either "closed"
or "open:" Closed (fixed-alternative or forced
response) questions offer the respondent a list OF
alternative responses. Questions may range from
very simplefor example, true or false questions
to the more complex formsfor example, choosing

/the most important reason for opposing a hypo-
thetical school financial- issue.

Open (free-answer type) questions, on the other
hand, provideblanks to be filled in by the respond-

. ent. These questions. allow freedom of response.
.Open questions do not lead the respondent.in the
courtroom sense of "leading" questions, -forcing
him -to make a possibly undesirable choice. They
are not as easy to code and standardize as the
cloSed questions, nor dO they work' ass well to
establish: parameters of tesponse. Open questions

.....
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do. however, avoid the worst pitfall' of the closed
question- the frustration of a situation where the
question does not permit an accurate response
(Se Iltiz and -others 196(i and Camiell and Kahn
1968).

.The National Schtiol Public Relations Associa-
-tion (1973) notes that the "right" questions are
those that produce the information sought. "They
arc readily understood, logically- sequenced, and
there .are just enough of them to direct the board
and ffadininistrat ion into a course. of action they
intend to take" (p! 22). NSPRA advises the ques-
tion writerlo begin with serious study of The .1,-1
of .181thig, (Ztwst ions by Stanley Payne. Then the
association offers.' number of practical suggestions,
including the following pointers.:

Avoid negative questions. ("Do you think
money is unwisely, spent by the school ad-
ministration or board of educatiOn?- is bet-
ter phrased as follows: "Qo you feel the
residents of this district' get 'their money's
worth out of the school tax dollars?")

Do not assume the public knows what is
being talked. about. If a queStion is asked
about a year-round school plan. precede
the question ?with -a brief statement about
he plan under consideration.-

Skip questions that can be answered without
surveying, especially if they might put the
respondent on the defensive. For example,
the answer to "Did you vote in the last
election?" is found on the .voter's registra-
tion card.

' Avoid "iffy- questions (e.g., "If new schools
could be built withOut increasing the tax
levy, would you vole in favor of a bond
issuer). Says NSPRA:. "Respondents
answer the question truthfully. They just
don't accept the 'if' when they vote."
(p. 20).

Do not slant questions to prodae favorable
answers.

Do not use the survey as -a sales program.

Phrase the questions clearly, avoiding jargon

and keeping sentences short.,. To see how
the questionnaire will be received in the
field, test- it on twenty people similar to
those in the sample population.

Keep the surev short to avoid being over-.
whelmed with data.

Analyzing the Data

Data analysis is the last major activity of a
survey research project. It is the stage in which
Survey research is "digested" irftO answers to the
research problem. The results of the most perfectly
designed .survey can be obscured, misrepresented,
or omitted if the data research is not conducted
with, skill and care.

The steps involved in the analysis Of survey
results are outlined by Sclltiz and others (1960:

I. establishment of categories

2. categorization of raw data through coding

3. tabulation of responses

4. statistical analysis of the data

Ei drawing inferences about causal 'relations

It would be'difficult (and of doubtful value) to
choOse the most important of these five steps. The
coding of raw' data deserves particular attention,
however, because of the critical nature of the transi-
tion froM raw data the first stages of "refine-
mir.nt." Once again, "care" is the watchword.
Informal ion ,loss during the coding obviously must
be kept at a minimum. Because of this, researchei-s
are cautioned against aer-collapsing research data
or creating too few. codes to describe accurately-, .,
thearray of responses, to a given question (Oppen-
heim.-1966 and Janda 1965).

Because coding is a process of putting data'ilito
predetermined categories, the nature of the,process
is obviously 'subjective. Individual judgMent must
he exercised in deciding what data go where, or if
the data arc significant enough to warrant coding
at all. In additioU, thelnitial establishment of the
categories into whiCh the data will go involves the/



exercise of value judgments by the coder. This
situation has raised serious questions about
reliability (Se Iltiz and others 1966). Several sta-
tistical tests are available, however, and serve as
partial checks for coding reliability (Holsti 1968).

EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS
TO EDUCATION

Lincoln. NebraSka

A good working model for the organization of a
community needs .-survey wl developed by the
Nebraska Research Goordinati g Unit for Voca-
tional Education (NRCUVE) 'n Lincoln. The
model's procedures were tested in wenty Nebraska
communities in 1965, 1966,.and 19 '7.

The underlying philosophyand one of the
model's most appealing characteristic was "the
involvement of many people in a comm. nity,wide
effort." In this way, the project genera d more
community interest automatically (Crome 1.968).

The Nebraska model is designed to functi n by
"steps."As ttm "kick-off" point of the survey roj-

..- ect, step one is a meeting called by the principa or
superintendent. School administrators, hoard men
hers, vocational instructors, community leaders
(representing the PTA and other similar groups),
representatives of prospective community employ-
ers, and the news media should' be invited to attend
this meeting. . .

.

During the 'meeting, the philosophy of the local
needs study,'its goals and objectives, its benefits,
and the steps involved in conducting it should be
carefully described. --

Step two of the plan is designed 'to be curie t
'following a decision to-undertake the stu. , when-
ever such a decision is made. Sew things are
accomplished at this point, among them, .

15
,I. The appointment of a director for the ,local vo-

cational educational needs study.

2. The identification of individuals, organizatio
and agencies that will be involved in the dy.

3. The official formation of a local voc . 'mal needs
committee with the explanatio' of goals and
purposes.

4. The establishment of. I
to be,accomplished.

10

objectives and purposes

5. Defining the scope of vocational education needs
study.

(Cromer (968)

During either the first or second meeting, the
plan calls for the definition the project's scope
and the setting up of a tiinet..ale. The identification
of sources of information already available (such as
census or population data) should begin at this
time, as well. During this phase, the model is based
on the logical presumption that the leader will be
the director of the study. It is recommended that a
school board representative be present at this phase
of the operation to act as a -liaison between the
school board and the community survey commit tee.
Representatives of other interests can also he in-
cluded as circumstances dictate.

A number of substeps are required to accomplish
this phase of the project. Theise substeps include a
vocational interest inventory, a vocational urha
opportunities .survey, a. vocational rural op or-
tunnies survey, a gradUate follow-up, an ad edu-

' cational needs survey, and the acquisiti«if local
community facts. The Nebraska Res 4.rch Coordi-
nating Unit for Vocational Educat n haS designed

'specific forms for each of these 6steps.1
At this point, it should be oted that ithis tint el

was designed specifically f r the area ollyoc tonal
education. However, th 'model's creators omt otft
that. it can be ada ed for areas of r than this
"because facts fr the local corn unity are

makin decisions in all asf education"
(Cromer- I 8).

Th maining steps in t ebraska modelfrom
t actual gathering of t informal lint to the imple-
mentatiorPol the fin ngsemphasiZe two prineipal
elemerfts: comfit sense and thoughtful, use of
available mate al and. personnel'.

For exa de, the.,model suggests the use of stu-
dents a student organizationsi(journalism classes

er appropriate .groups), well as' assistance
civic groups. It suggested that use be tnade

Of a part-time staff consisting (ii community mem-.
hers willing and competent Ao do summary or
compilation work. NRCUVE suggests that
this could be housewives with college degrees,
willing to work- part-time on a by-the-hour basis.
A recommended allotment of $200-300 for a part -
time staff would provide theAnanpoWer for survey-

.
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ing communities with populations .up to. 5,000
people.

Another strong point in favor of the Nebraska
model lies in its "tried and true" aspects. having
been tested. (as mentioned before) in _twenty com-
munities. .Orte of the pitfalls illtiminated In the
testing is thtiunbalanced allocation of survey work.
NRCUVE ,faut ions future survey research adminis-
trators to make sure- that all the laborious and time-
consuming tasks do not fall on the shoulders of
already(overloaded individuals or groups. This could
not only produce hard feelings, but had to a
"scattergun"- expenditure of energy and a number
of 'Uncompleted assignments.

Once the data arc gathered and the sum marizat i n
has begun, it is essential to establish a flow of t at
information. to the various interested groups. or
the purpose of maintaining community interest,
example, it is important to give regular reports f
prhgress to the local news media. SuCh .publi ity
keeps the larger community informed of the stu y's
progress through a running weekly account.. Si filar

reports should also be/made regularly to the teal
school.board, as well as 'to groups that were inv lved
in the ,platining stage, to keep them involved i the
project. For the specific purposes of a voca Tonal
needs study, NRCUVE suggests that report con-
cerning the. findings of the study also be sent the
Division of. Vocational. Education. At this point,
maiimum use should,he made of graphs an charts
to "project visually' the convey dictated by the
facts" (Cromer 1968).

Analysis and interpretation of the data, with
accompanying recommendations based on them,
logically follow. This phase should include an "eval-
uation session" during which/ important factors
uncovered by the survey can' be identified. Any
available, relevant state and regional data should
.naturally be included in the analysis and interpreta-
tion. The recommendations might take the form of
speciiic programs, the nature of which would cl
Pend on the nature, of the survey itself.

The final "action" step is the implementa on of
findings. It is important that the findings e imple-
mented because the study hallif thi time awak-
ened expectations that,. .if left un t, would turn
sour. Assuming that the survey s in the area of
education, such implementat n could involve the

alteration of exist ingschool courses or the adoption
of new course offerings. With the actual imple-
mentation of the survey's findings, the project is
completed.

The Nebraska survey model is a procedure for
determining vocational education needs through
community analysis. It is a type of "quick, practi-
cal, action-type research" (Cromer 1968) designed
to gather data. for answers to specific questions.
With specific modifications, it could work very well
as a modt1 for use in a number of areas besides
vocational education.

oakland, mickwan

A rather impressive information feedback system
was developed and put in use in the Oakland
County Intermediate School District in Michigan. .

The system is calledlINFORET" (for INFPrmation
RETurn) and was tine of four computer programs.:
for use in 'public irelations in Oakland County.
INFORET was devteloped for Oakland Schools, a
consulting, and adviking division of the state system
in Michigan. .

What is impressive about INFORET ts The fact
that it gives a continuo reading on community
attitudes on a wide range of topics. It also indicates
how much or how little t e various segmenits of the
public know about schoo in Oakland County. The
continuous survey system ay question as many as
3,600' people per year. Thi costs about $2,000 per
school year for the contin, ous survey, or about
$300 per survey. 'survey sign assistance and
specialist advice are included 'n this figure. Poll
results are analyied for the pric of computer time
and materials. Schools in'district outside Oakland
County are charged for the servic of the consult-

.,
'ants, as well as fnr the computer Om (Stark 1971).

The 'actual surveys ire conducted y. volunteers
who are chosen "in the interest of th it- district."
Working without pay, these vo.lunteers p II selected
individuals concerning specific issues. M st of the
polls require about fifteen hours of wor by on
volunteer. The results have been 95 percent eliabl
(Stark 19,71).

Use of unpaid volunteers has done more than
cut operating costs, however. This featitre of e
INFORET program is also valuable because of t e



degree to which the volunteer interviewers have
become involved in the project. As a result of tit,*
experiences, the thirty volunteers at Oakland have
become extremely knowledgeable about school af-
fairs and issues. This haS produced another com-
munications medium for the school district.

The INFORET- program has been used to deter-.
mine the community's attitudes on a number of
issues: feasibility of a tax increase, schoadistrict
need's, voter participation in elections, parental
satisfaction with kindergartens, student attitudes
about.. schools, and the like. In ancient times, kings
would call for the execution of the bearer of bad
tidings. While the receptors oPpoll and survey re-
sults do not resort to such extreme measures, they °
are- -often no more pleased with them. ,

In her 1971' article, "HoW Schools Can Listen
_to the Community," Nancy Stark-wrote as follows:

Not all INFOREF users are pleased with the re-
' sults of the surveys. Some just don't like the

realities that are exposed. Use of the surveys is
nevertheless growing, and their effects will be in-
creasingly noticeable as more and more school,,
policies are changed to accommodate respondents.

11...sho.uld be emphasized, "as w. 'e41-; that INFORET
provide . only information; it makes none of the
decisions. What is actually 'done with or about Elie
facts uncovered by the interviewers remains a matter
for the discretion of the school administrator.

An article in 'the Trends newsletter ("The Com-
puter and PR". 1973) discusses the INFORET pro-
gram and three other advancements in the applica-
tion of computer survey techniques to public
relations wcirk. These include ASK (Attitude
Sampling 'Kit), PROFILE, and READABILITY.

The Attitude Sampling Kit provides a variety of.
. attitude, opinion, or.inforniatioii survey techniques.
that can be aimed' at specific publics. PROFILE
helps "tailor"-communications for particular audi-
ences by comparing voter files with student files.
READABILITY takes another approach by comput-
ing the reading level of a particular commtjAieatiirt.--
In this way, the creator of the commtiffication can
tell whether his message 11-6e-tinderstood by the
group of people trying to reach.

rnatives exist for schools without the
rces to take on a program like that of Oakland

County. Where finances and personnel are in very

short supply, the schools can make use of commun-
ity aides to do survey work. Anther possible
alternative lies in recruiting the faculty and students
to do the survey work (Stark 1971).

(CFK Ltd. has a booklet for districts interested
in conductit2g inexpensive surveys using volunteer
interviewers, A Look into .rour School District,
published and available from CFK Ltd.,3333 South

-Bannock Street, Englewood, Colorado.)
O

Santa Clara County. California

Faculty and student volunteers. were used in a
survey- of educational needs taken in Santa Clara
County, California. In that area, a countyivide
survey was initiated to finchout what the people
there expected_frorn their schools.. One of the goals
of the survey was to determine what changes in
school programs were-most necessary and what
priority needed to be assigned to these changes
(Preising 1967).

.

Educational need is defined here as the discrep-
ancy between what people think should be taught
and what people think is taughtin the schools. It
is a matter of the community's-expectations, in.
other words.

To determine the nature of these, expectations,
the SPACE CenterlSupplementary EducatioriCen-
.ter) conducted a survey that involved 4,000 students
,(grades 6, 9, and 12), 1;600 teachers, and 850
parents. After identifying eve'ry'district with ahigh
school, the center calculated 5.percent of the total
high school population in each school district.
If the 5 percent figure was very much over 250,
two high schools were asked to paiticipate. If the
5 percent figure was 250 or less, the single high
school was asked to participate (Preisingr1964-'

In addition, the attend,..90-artal ol these high
schools were e_l_eig,t4n-irred to identify the "feeder"
elementax-ykhool. districts. Five percent of the

-feeders was then calculated and an estimate- made
of how many sixth grade classes would be n. ceded
to match the. 5 percent figure, using thirty students

aper class as guide. For each sixth grade required,
one elementary .:school was c hose.n at random
(Preising 1967).

BY4tudying more than one grade level and one
group of people, the center was able to produce
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an indepth study Of the county's educational needs
existing throughout high schools in Santa Clara
County. As further insurance against superficiality,
the center included a cross-section of the persons
whose opinions were most important to the opera-
tions of the schools: students, teachers, and parents
(Preising 1967).

Throughout the survey, the Supplementary Edu-
cation Center confronted a crucial probleni in its-
findings: Was the information' being received char-
acteristic enough to 'permit making warranted gen-
eralizations about schools throughout the county?
By finding the common educational needs -those
shared by school districts throughout an area-the
center felt it could formulate solutions that would
benefit a larger area., all at once. It was also- con-
siderecf useful for school districts in a giVen area to
know what problems they had in common with
other districts-and for them to know what their.
neighbors had done or were planning to do.

The questionnaires given to the participants had
been developed by a team of experts. Prior to
administration, the questionnaire had been tested
on the youngest of the participants -the sixth
graders:\ If the questionnaire was clear and effective
with thiS\group, the team felt, it would be so with
the older; more sophisticated participants. After
the pilot testing, many items were eliminated and
nearly all of the 127 items retained were rewritten.
(Preising .1967).

Following this, the team secured the-approval
of school officials in the affected districts and
schools. Meetings were held with the superintend-
ents and research directors of these districts, and
all conse'nted to allow the survey in their areas.
Another meeting was held with the school princi-
pals, and all fifty-six gave their permissions. In
addition, the: principals . were asked to select
"teacher-cOordinators" to administer the -survey
questionnaires to parents, students, and other
teachers (Preising- 1967).

The teachers (who . were paid for their time)
who consented to assist in the survey attended an
evening meeting where they, were told about the
survey and how to carry it out. These were teach-
ers .of classes with a range of ability levels or of
classes with middle-ability students. .

The students were given the survey questions

during a required course. Mailing out the question-
naires, pencils, and comment cards and,,having the
parents mail them back was too costly; in the
center's view, so the students took the forms to
their parents and brought them back. (There was
a 75 percent return on the survey, with 841
parents responding.) The faculty were given the

IIquestions during a'faculty meeting, to ensure max -
mum participation. When this was not possible, ti e
forms and material were left in the teacher's mailbox
(Preising 1967).

There was no special difference (race, ho4ing
area, income, etc ) between those who responded
and those who did not. One exceptiOn was forty, one
parents who could not read English (the quesiion-
naires were not available in Spanish) (Preising 1967).

When all participants had completed the sitrveyf
the material was given to the principal's secretary
in each school. Representatives from the SPACE
Center picked up I'the material at these locations
and took the forms to be processed. Over 6,000
people participated, necessitating data processing
machines to record 1.6 million pieces of individual
data. In spite of this, it took less than seven hours to
transfer the data to magnetic tape, using optical
scanners (Preising 1967).

Prior to being scanned, the answer forms were
counted, examined, and corrected. EXtraneous pen-
cil marks were removed, and the answer boxes
properly darkened.

The educational . need survey was basically a
measure ofOpiniOn: a study_of what-people thought-
the schools were and should have been teaching.
As opinions, of course, these responses indicated
either actual need or a lack of awareness about what
was actually being done in the schools. Either way, .
it was important for the Santa 'Clara County edu-
catori to know what the members of their communi-
ties thought. The conclusions of the survey gave
.these educators a "well-defined picture of .the
people's expectations," as well as "enlarging the
information base" on which perceptions (and finally
decisions) are based (Preising 1967).

The school administrators were gratified to learn,
as a result of the .survey, that. they enjoyed a
.healthy relationship with the sumo ding commun-
ity. The results showed overall c fidence in the
school system. Through. the survey thecommunitj,

13



expressed its confidence in the school system's.. abil:
ity to correct any existing deficiencies. In addition;
there was considerable agreement among .t.hr teach-
ers, students, and parents on the most itortant
needs.

The Santa Clara Educational Need Survey pointed
out a positive ;Aspect of assessing the community's
'views, with a kind of moral ,lesson: it is just as
important. for eduCatars to know when .they. are
doing something right, in terms of public opinion,
as it is for. them to know when they arc making a
mistake. !,

OTHER APPLICATIONS

In "Survey Research in ,Purblic Education: A
Cheaper andBet ter Process," Fascione and SChWzu-tz
(1970) describe what they term "a better, faster
and less expensive mechanism for assessing commun-
ity experiences and dispositions." This mechanism

14

is survey research that utilizes "area probability
techniques"-and panel-type survey research. .-

The panel-type of survey research. meastures
changes in opinions toward major issues, as well as
giving an indication of the opinions. themselves,

. ...very quickly. .

Survey research using area probability techniques
involves selecting respondents. through probability
sampling, except where 100 perient samples arc
needed from smaller pOpulations. The experiences
and attitudes of these respondents arc then meas-
ured as the individual responds to a'serieSof state
ments and questiMI Three surveys of this type
were successfully carried out in Philadelphia. One
such survey helped in the developrrient of guide-
lines for reactivating .and exPanding an already
existing local school advisory committee. Another
survey reltallted in findings strikingly similar to
those of an interim committee's report. The
difference between the survey a-nd the report, bow-
ever, was..that the survey approach took less time
and cost less money (Fascione and Schwartz 1970).

'C.
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